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Mast cell numbers in melanocytic naevi and
cutaneous neurofibromas

N J Carr, AY Warren

Abstract
This study aimed to determine the diag-
nostic utility of mast celi densities in
distinguishing neurotised ("neural")
melanocytic naevi from neurofibromas.
Three groups of lesions were studied:
neurofibromas, neural naevi, and naevi
showing no neural change (control naevi).
A Giemsa stain was used to demonstrate
mast celis. The median mast celi density
in the neurotised naevus group was sig-
nificantly higher (p < 0.005) than that of
both the neurofibroma and control naevus
groups, but the distributions of the indi-
vidual density counts overlapped con-
siderably. The sensitivity and specificity of
the mast cell density as a potential
discriminator between neurotised naevi
and neurofibromas, determined in rela-
tion to the optimal discrimination value
obtained using Bayes' minimum cost
decision rule, were low.

It is concluded that mast cell density on
its own is of little use as a classification
tool but could be of value in the context of
a multivariate decision rule.
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Neurotisation, or neural differentiation, is a

well described feature of melanocytic naevi
which occurs as the lesions mature.'-3 The
naevus cells become spindled and show
S-shaped nuclei within eosinophilic cytoplasm;
structures resembling nerve fascicles (known
as neuroid tubes or lames foliacees) form, and
a matrix of fibrillary collagen, together with a

ground substance rich in mucopolysacchar-
ides, develops. Dilated venules and numerous

mast cells are also well described. A con-

sequence of these changes is that neurotised
naevi ("neural naevi") may simulate neurofi-
bromas histologically.

If a melanocytic naevus consists entirely of
neurotised areas the appearances may be indis-
tinguishable from a neurofibroma in routinely
stained sections.245 A definite distinction
between them requires the use of specialised
techniques,' 2 5 6 such as immunohistochem-
ical stains for myelin basic protein, which is
found in neurofibromas but not melanocytic
naevi, or electron microscopy to demonstrate
melanosomes: neurotised melanocytes may
retain their capacity to produce melanosomes,
a feature not seen in neurofibromas. These
techniques are relatively expensive and are not
available in all diagnostic laboratories. This
study was therefore designed to demonstrate
whether a simple and readily available tech-
nique, namely a Giemsa stain to demonstrate

mast cells, could be used to distinguish cuta-
neous neurofibromas from naevi showing com-
plete neural differentiation.

Methods
All cases of cutaneous neurofibroma and mela-
nocytic naevus submitted to the RAF Institute
of Pathology and Tropical Medicine between
January 1989 and March 1992 were retrieved
from the files. They were examined micro-
scopically to select suitable cases of neurofi-
bromas, neurotised melanocytic naevi, and
naevi showing no evidence of neurotisation
(control naevi).
A total of 115 specimens were chosen from

103 patients, comprising 42 neurofibromas, 37
neural naevi, and 36 control naevi. The selec-
tion criteria were as follows. First, only lesions
in which an area of at least 1_0 mm2 was
suitable for study were included. Second, if the
histological diagnosis was in doubt the case
was excluded. Thus we only used cases in
which the distinction between neurofibroma
and neural naevus could be made on corrobo-
rative evidence, such as apparent origin from a
nerve, the presence of residual typical naevus
cells, or the presence of characteristic epi-
dermal changes. Third, only neurotised naevi
in which over half the lesion showed neural
features were chosen. The control naevi were
selected randomly from lesions showing no
areas of neural change. No attempt was made
to distinguish between congenital and acquired
naevi; examples of neurotisation were seen in
both types of lesion. The demographic data of
the patients from which the lesions came are
shown in table 1.
The specimens had been fixed in 10%

buffered formalin and processed to paraffin
wax. All blocks were recut to provide sections
at a uniform thickness of 5 ,um. A Giemsa stain
was performed in each case and the number of
Giemsa positive mast cells/mm2 was counted
using an eyepiece graticule.
Only the neural parts of the partially neu-

rotised naevi were counted. These parts tended
to be the deeper areas. Therefore, counting of
the control naevi was also concentrated in the
deeper areas in an attempt to eliminate this as
a possible confounding factor in the analysis.

Results
Mast cells were easily visualised. by virtue of
strong staining of their granules, and cell
numbers could be counted without difficulty.
The density of mast cells expressed as number
of cells/mm2 is shown for each of the three
study groups in table 2.
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to
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Table 1 Patient details

Neurofibronmas Neural naevi Control naevi

Total number of lesions 42 37 36
Total number of patients 37 33 33
Male:female ratio 24:13 18:15 17:16
Age range (years) 21-64 17-63 10-62
Median age (years) 38 35 27

Table 2 Mast cell densities as number of mast cells counted/mm2

Neurofibromas Neural naevi Control naevi

Median mast cell 47-5 108 9 57-4
count (range) (5-6-261 7) (133-413 6) (11-8-233-3)

50 percentile range of counts 234-106 8 54 4-171 4 32-9-93-0

assess the significance of differences between
the three study groups in respect of the mast
cell densities. There was a highly significant
increase in mast cell densities in neural naevi
compared with both neurofibromas (p =

00012) and control naevi (p = 0-0032). The
difference between neurofibromas and control
naevi was not significant (p = 0-51).

In an attempt to establish the usefulness of
mast cell counts as a discriminator between
neurofibromas and neural naevi, we deter-
mined the sensitivity and specificity in relation
to an optimal discrimination value obtained
using Bayes' minimum cost decision rule,
assuming equal cost for misclassification and
equal prevalences.7 The distribution of mast
cell counts was significantly non-normal due to
a right-tail skew in all three study groups, but a

simple logarithmic transformation eliminated
the distributional asymmetry that would other-
wise have excluded the use of Bayes' rule.
Analysis of the data from the neurofibromas
and the neural naevi provided an optimal
cutoff value of 58 mast cells/mm2. Hence, if
used in isolation, Bayes' rule suggests that
lesions with mast cell densities below 58/mm2
should be classified as neurofibromas and
lesions with densities above this value should
be classified as neural naevi.

However, there was a considerable overlap in
the mast cell density distributions making mast
cell counts an inefficient way of classifying the
lesions. This was reflected in the low sensitivity
and specificity of the test: using 58 mast cells/
mm2 as the cutoff value, the observed rate of
correct identification of neural naevi was 68%
while the observed rate of correct identification
of neurofibromas was 60%.

Discussion
The distinction between a neurotised melano-
cytic naevus and a solitary neurofibroma may
be of academic rather than practical interest in
most instances. Nevertheless, we believe that
accurate classification of lesions wherever pos-
sible is desirable on scientific grounds and,
moreover, it may be of great importance in a
case where the possibility of neurofibromatosis
has been raised but not firmly diagnosed. The
results of our study show that neural naevi have
a significantly higher density of Giemsa pos-
itive mast cells than neurofibromas, but the
range of mast cell numbers in each group is
wide and there is a considerable overlap in the
density distributions. A very high or very low

mast cell density might be helpful in classifying
a lesion, but we believe that, used in isolation,
the technique is likely to be of only limited use
in practice because of inadequate sensitivity
and specificity.
The control naevi and neurofibromas in this

study showed mast cell densities that were not
significantly different from each other. These
results are consistent with those of previous
studies which have shown mast cells to be an
important component of both neurofibro-
mas89 and melanocytic naevi.'° Our observa-
tions while counting mast cells suggested that
their distribution within neurofibromas and
naevi was not uniform. In both types of lesion
mast cells tended to be found in highest
concentration around blood vessels. In naevi
they were also more likely to be found near
adnexal structures. Some neurofibroma cases
showed an increased concentration of mast
cells towards the periphery of the lesion.

In naevi showing partial neurotisation it was
the neural parts which showed the highest
numbers of mast cells, apparently irrespective
of the absolute mast cell density. These neural
parts tended to be the deeper areas, reflecting
the increased maturation of naevi with depth.
However, many control naevi also exhibited
higher mast cell counts with increasing depth,
even though neural features were absent. We
suggest that increasing maturity of naevus cells
may be associated with increased numbers of
mast cells and that this phenomenon may not
necessarily depend on the development of a
histologically neural phenotype.

In summary, neurotised naevi showed a
significantly higher median mast cell count
than either neurofibromas or non-neurotised
naevi using the technique of counting Giemsa
positive mast cell densities. However, the
degree of overlap in the counts was so sub-
stantial that this finding is, in isolation, likely to
be of little use in differential diagnosis in
clinical practice. Nevertheless, mast cell den-
sity could provide useful diagnostic informa-
tion if it were incorporated into a multivariate
classification rule in association with other
variables.
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